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Navigating
Earthquakes

‘Autonomous’ Plenary Travels
Beyond Navigation

A

D

White House–hosted Earthquake
Resilience Summit held February 2
reinforces awareness of the growing role
of GNSS technology to improve our ability to detect and respond to earthquakes
in the future.
A day earlier the United States Geological Survey (USGS), along with partners
from state government, universities, and
private foundations had deployed a beta
operational phase of ShakeAlert, the West
Coast Earthquake Early Warning (WCEEW) test system.
ShakeAlert is an annual drill that enables individuals, businesses, schools, and
other organizations to practice what to do
during earthquakes. Essentially updating Cold War civil defense drills with a
“Drop, Cover and Hold On” protocol in
the case of an earthquake, a series of state
and regional ShakeOuts draw more than
43 million people in North America and
other nations last year.
EARTHQUAKES continued on page 16

riverless cars. Unmanned, autonomous, and robotic vehicles. Google
car. Apple car.
By whatever name, branded or generic,
aspirational concepts or on-the-road prototypes, the advent of ground transportation that is more digital circuitry than
metal has captured the attention and fired
the imaginations of citizens and engineers
alike. And yet, beyond the sci-fi allusions,
YouTube videos, and gee-whiz reportage
in popular media lies a very real set of issues — technical, legal, and social — that
the professional navigation community is
embracing with growing vigor.
In many ways, the technology piece of
the driverless car puzzle is the easiest, with
the laws of physics arguably providing
more certainty that the laws of the road,
both written and unwritten. Advances
in sensor fusion have filled in the gaps of
the complex situation awareness needed
by vehicles and their computer-driven
operating systems. But human behavior
and machine logic do not always make
for a comfortable fit.
Small wonder, then, that the plenary
session of ION’s International Technical
Meeting (ITM) in January drew a full
crowd to hear a diverse panel of experts
address the theme, “Autonomous Vehicles
— Beyond the Navigation Technology.”
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Beginning with Time
Appropriately enough, given the firstever co-location of the Precise Time and
Time Interval (PTTI) conference with
the ION ITM, John Fischer, chief tech•

8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360

nology officer for Spectracom, started the
session off with a presentation on “The
Importance of Timing to Autonomous
Vehicle Navigation.”
Late-model vehicles incorporate hybrid
systems — GNSS, vision, radar, inertial,
proximity sensing, accurate map-matching — connected by real-time networks
in which timing and timing delays or
anomalies are crucial issues.

ITM Program Chair Steve Rounds, John
Deere & Company, introduced the
plenary speakers.

“A hybrid system must be safer than
a human driver,” Fischer said, “have
high reliability and integrity, and use
many sensors including within real-time
networks.”
Timing issues arise not only within an
autonomous vehicle, but also in a broad
network of connections, he said.
“It’s not just about synchronizing
sensors or calculating time offsets within
onboard components of an automated or
autonomous system, but also exchanging
information with roadside infrastructure
ION ITM 2016 continued on page 5
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he Institute of Navigation just concluded its
first co-located International Technical Meeting (ITM) and Precise Time and Time Interval
Systems (PTTI) and Applications Meeting, which
were held January 25–28 in Monterey, California.
An East Coast blizzard closed several large airports,
and threatened to dampen the program, but ION
authors are incredibly resourceful and
resilient, and by the
time our program
started on Tuesday
morning we had a
full slate — and over
330 attendees!
You may be
interested to learn
that Lisa Beaty, the
Executive Director
of the ION National
Office, unseated
an off-duty United
Airlines pilot to get
to Monterey on time
(or negotiated with
him; he capitulated
and agreed to fly in the jump seat)! Way to go, Lisa!
I want to thank Dr. Jason Rife and Mr. Steven
Rounds, ITM general and program chairs respectively, as well as PTTI organizers Ms. Francine Vannicola, PTTI general chair, Mr. Ryan Dupuis, PTTI
program chair and Mr. Michael Lombardi, PTTI tutorials chair, for all of their efforts in the preparation
of a superb technical program. Additional thanks to
all the session chairs, presenters, reviewers, attendees
and exhibitors. A very special thank-you goes to the
ION National Office staff for an outstanding job
they have done, as always, in preparing and running
the “show”!
The highlight of the meeting for me was to recognize our members’ distinguished contributions to
the advancement of the technology, management,
practice and teaching of the arts and sciences of navigation, and/or for lifetime contributions to the ION.
Three new ION Fellows were inducted this year, and
annual awards were presented recognizing individual
accomplishments. (See pages 6–7 for more information about the awards.)
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While presenting the annual awards, I was reminded of the International Association of Institutes
of Navigation (IAIN) meeting in Prague, where ION
exhibited last October, and where fellow ION Council member, Dr. Terry Moore, and I presented IAIN
keynote addresses. Not far from the IAIN meeting
location was a statue of two famous Renaissance
astronomers, seen in the accompany photo, after
whom ION has named two of our prestigious annual
awards — Tycho Brahe (shown on left holding sextant) and Johannes Kepler (shown on right holding
the rolled papers).
At the turn of the 16th century both of these
astronomers were employed at the court of the Holy
Roman Emperor and Czech King Rudolph II in
Prague. Brahe spent most of his time in the so-called
Kurz Summer Palace at Pohorelec, where Kepler
worked with him for some time. These two brilliant
scientists made fundamental contributions to our
understanding of the universe: Kepler discovered the
three laws to describe the motion of planets about
the Sun, which emerged from the analysis of data
carefully collected by his predecessor and teacher,
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The Purpose of the ION®
Tycho Brahe. Reminders of our industry
and its intriguing history are everywhere,
including the medieval Prague astronomical clock.
And Czech These Out
A few other things worth noting about
the Czech Republic include the fact
that Reporters Without Border rank the
country as the fifth-best place to visit
in the world; the country is known for
not only its outstanding beer, but also
numerous spas and castles, and for being
the second richest country in Central Europe and the most educated in European
Union. In fact, the Charles University in
Prague is the oldest university in Europe,
established in 1348, the year when The
Black Death epidemic spread to central
and western Europe, and coincidentally
when the first English order of knighthood was founded, Order of Garter.
Oh, and year 1348 (MCCCXLVIII) was

a leap year starting on Tuesday of the
Julian calendar.
And one more: if you are wearing
contact lenses, be advised that it was the
Czech chemist, Otto Wichterle, who
invented the soft lenses in 1959. Ready to
visit the Czech Republic? Have fun, and
send me a postcard from Velka America
or Pilsen Historical Underground, please!
During the IAIN meeting, Dr. John
Betz was awarded the IAIN’s John Harrison Award for innovations in signal
modernization for Global Navigation
Satellite Systems, and contributions to
the compatibility and interoperability
of Global Navigation Satellite Systems.
Congratulations, John! See page 18 for
more information.
Finally, I should remind you that the
abstract deadline for ION GNSS+ is
March 10. The Satellite Division will
be celebrating its 30th meeting this year
with a special commemorative “throwback to the 1980’s party” on
Wednesday night, so be sure to
get your abstracts in on time
and dig out your favorite ’80s
dance wear. No business attire
allowed!
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and its intriguing history.
Winter 2016
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ION ITM/PTTI 2016

A Time and Place for PTTI
Francine Vannicola, PTTI General Chair

T

he 47th annual Precise Time and
Time Interval (PTTI) Systems
and Applications Meeting gathered the
world’s precise timing experts in Monterey, California, January 25-28, 2016,
co-located with the International Technical Meeting for the first time. A commercial exhibit drew 19 companies to
participate.
PTTI 2016 kicked
off on Monday, January
25, with a Tutorials
Session organized by
Michael Lombardi
(National Institute of
Standards and Technology) and offered
presentations relevant for those new to
the time and frequency community and
as a refresher for timing professionals.
The tutorials included the following sessions: Precise Time Scales and Navigation
Systems, Introduction to Time Transfer:
Comparing Clocks and Measuring Time
at Remote Locations, Time Transfer via
GNSS, Time Transfer via Optical Fibers
and The Statistics of Time Transfer.
Ryan Dupuis of Excelitas Technologies, who served as the PTTI Program
Chair, assembled a technical program
that encompassed the many aspects of
PTTI. The PTTI 2016 technical sessions
were held January 26–28 and covered the
topics of Time and Frequency Laboratory
Activities, Low Cost Timing and Applications, PTTI Interference, Time Transfer
Performance, Atomic Clocks Current and
Future: Ground and Space Performance,
PTTI Applications, System Timing Performance, Time Scales and Algorithms,
and Calibration’s Role in Achieving
Precise Time.
A PTTI Exhibitor Session was held
during the PTTI plenary in which representatives from all exhibitors provided
their companies latest innovations in
commercial timing products for PTTI
Systems.
A number of U.S. and international
time and frequency laboratories provided
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updates on their current and future
PTTI activities, including new time scale
algorithms, individual UTC generation
and performance, time dissemination,
time services, and GNSS applications.
The PTTI Interference session provided
insight on efforts under way to address
detection of GNSS timing signal disruptions such as spoofing, jamming, and
varying timing signal
interference.
The many aspects
of time transfer
performance were
highlighted in wide area wireless network
synchronization, one-way and two-way
time transfer using commercial optical
telecommunications, and eLoran timing
services available in the United States.
Progress continues on the miniaturization and enhancements of advanced
atomic clocks through work at the
National Institute of Standards and
Technologies and the Air Force Research
Laboratory, as well as clock developments
for deep space at the Jet Propulsion Lab.
The PTTI Applications session highlighted efforts to provide reliable traceability,
dissemination, auditing, and verification
of precise time for various applications.
The National Physical Laboratory (NPL)
in the United Kingdom demonstrated
how to provide reliable timing under differing conditions to the financial sector,
achieving approximately 100 nanosecond
synchronization to UTC(NPL).
An update on the European Galileo
system was provided and included current
on-orbit clock performance, constellation
status, and future plans. The European
Project DEMETRA (DEMonstrator of
EGNSS services based on Time Reference
Architecture) will serve as a prototype
for time dissemination services using the
Galileo signals.
The Time Scales and Algorithms
session included presentations on the inflight ultra-stable oscillator performance
Winter 2016
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from the New Horizons Mission to the
Pluto system and Kuiper Belt, the new
time scale for the next-generation GPS
ground control segment, and synchronizing networked clocks. Absolute calibration is vital to achieve precise time, and
ION ITM 2016 continued

calibration campaigns are being conducted in the United States and Europe
using GNSS and two-way satellite time
and frequency transfer to attain tangible
results for PTTI applications. ION

from page 1

Autonomous, Automated, Connected
In a deftly constructed presentation on
“Navigating ‘Autonomous’ Requirements,” Dr. Mikel Miller, senior scientist
for position, navigation, and time (PNT)
technology at the Air Force Research
Laboratory Sensors Directorate, explored
a rhetorical question raised in a recent
op-ed column in the Los Angeles Times,
“Will your driverless car kill you so that
others may live?”
He posed the example of a person driving in the mountains, rounding a corner,
and suddenly seeing people on the roadway ahead. “You can hit them or drive
off a cliff,” Dr. Miller said. “We want to
avoid this situation before it begins.”
Drawing on sources as diverse as the
San Francisco Trolley system — more
popularly known as cable cars — and the
classic TV series “Star Trek,” he concluded that an autonomous or automated
system might respond to such situations
quite differently than a human, whose
errors account for
Thanks to the PTTI/ITM Organizers
90 percent of car
accidents.
Or, as University of Nottingham
professor Dr. Terry
Moore observed in
the discussion following the presentation, “Computers
follow rules; humans
don’t.”
The next speaker,
Carl K. Andersen,
took a more proThe ION would like to acknowledge and thank the technical
grammatic approgram committee that organized a superb technical event.
Pictured: Dr. Jason Rife, ITM General Chair; Mr. Steve Rounds,
proach, discussing
ITM Program Chair; Ms. Francine Vannicola, PTTI General
the “Connected
Chair; Mr. Ryan Dupuis, PTTI Program Chair and Mr. Michael
Lombardi, PTTI Tutorials Chair
Vehicle Environ-

(V2X) and other vehicles (V2V) via
dedicated short-range communications
(DSRC) to extend knowledge of traffic
activity beyond the line of site and anticipate actions of other drivers or vehicles.”
These “connected cars” typically employ two separate networks, DSRC for
real-time/critical connectivity such as is
needed for safe navigation where every
millisecond counts, and WiFi and cellular
networks to provide connectivity that
enhances the user experience (Internet,
infotainment, telematics) for which a few
seconds of delay is okay.
Fischer identified the following timesensitive network issues for connected
vehicles: ensuring low latency, priority
scheduling/pre‐emption of vehicle operations, ensuring data delivery, reliability
for critical operations, security and privacy, regulatory compliance, and scalability to larger networks.

Winter 2016
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Congratulations ION Annual Award Recipients
EARLY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

CAPTAIN P.V.H. WEEMS AWARD

In recognition of outstanding contributions
made early in one’s career.

For continuing contributions to the art
and science of navigation.

Dr. Alexander A. Trusov

Dr. Inder J. Gupta

For research, development, and
demonstration of ultra-low dissipation
inertial MEMS sensors that may enable
low-cost IMUs with North-finding and
inertial navigation grade performance.

For pioneering theoretical and
experimental work on anti-jam
antennas and signal processing
techniques for interference suppression
in GNSS receivers.

DISTINGUISHED PTTI SERVICE AWARD

TYCHO BRAHE AWARD

Donald Mitchell

Dr. James L. Garrison

For his coordination between the
PTTI user community and hardware
developers, and contributions to the
organization and operation of the PTTI
meeting.

For contributions to developing and
applying GNSS, and other signals-ofopportunity, reflectometry methods
for space-based and airborne remote
sensing, in oceanography, agriculture,
and hydrology.

THOMAS L. THURLOW AWARD

NORMAN P. HAYS AWARD

To recognize outstanding contributions
related to the management of Precise
Time and Time Interval systems.

To recognize outstanding contributions to
the science of space navigation, guidance
and control.

In recognition of outstanding
encouragement, inspiration and support
contributing to the advancement of
navigation.

In recognition of outstanding contributions
to the science of navigation.

Tim Murphy
For significant and sustained
contributions to Global Navigation
Satellite Systems for aviation

ment: Opportunities & Challenges.” The
Connected Vehicle Program manager for
the Federal Highway Administration, Andersen returned to the subject of autonomous driverless cars compared with those
operating within a highway environment
and communicating with other vehicles
and roadside infrastructure.
“An autonomous vehicle is ego-ecentric,” he said. “It controls itself based on
its own sensors. The connected vehicles
program is establishing rules of the
environment, not apps or automation,
ION Newsletter

Carolyn McDonald
For the development and production of
over thirty years of engineering tutorials
in the field of satellite navigation,
timing and inertial navigation; and for
development and sustained support of
the ION’s conference programs.

implemented by incorporating V2V and
V2I data exchange.”
Andersen said that “wireless access
to the vehicular environment increases
driver’s situation awareness [from line of
site] to at least 300 meters ahead,” adding, however, that the current transportation environment has “not yet established
trusted relationships among vehicles.”
“The full potential benefits of road
vehicle automation can only be achieved
through a connected environment,” he
concluded.
6

Andersen ended by laying out the key
questions facing public agencies dealing
with connected cars, including: How do
we maintain the driver’s privacy? What
are the benefits of the applications? How
do you get the data?
Insuring the Future
In a departure from the more technical
and engineering-oriented approach of
the first three plenary speakers, Robert
Peterson, a Santa Clara University School
of Law professor, took up the subject of
Winter 2016
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SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

For outstanding accomplishments as a
practicing navigator.

Captain Nicholas Rayl
For performing above and beyond
the call out of duty navigating hostile
airspace to engage a hostile AAA piece
that represented a threat to aircraft.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

For extraordinary service to the U.S.
Institute of Navigation.

Francine Vannicola

Karl Kovach, Dr. Anthea J. Coster, Dr. Gary McGraw

For representing the timing community
and facilitating the incorporation of the
Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI)
Systems and Applications Meeting into
the ION’s meeting programs.

ION's 2016 Fellows

The Fellows designation recognizes the distinguished contribution
of ION members to the advancement of the technology,
management, practice, and teaching of the art and science of
navigation, and/or for lifetime contributions to the Institute.

DR. SAMUEL M. BURKA AWARD

To recognize outstanding achievement in
the preparation of a paper contributing to
the advancement of the art and science of
positioning, navigation and timing.

Dr. Anthea J. Coster
For contributions to the development of global GPS TEC
database; and for utilizing GPS measurements for ionospheric
and space weather studies

Dr. Ramsey M. Faragher and
Dr. Robert K. Harle

Karl Kovach
For significant contributions to the development of GPS, its
signals, interface specifications and performance standards.

For their paper “Towards an Efficient,
Intelligent, Opportunistic Smartphone
Indoor Positioning System” published in
the Spring 2015 issue of NAVIGATION,
Journal of The Institute of Navigation,
Vol. 62, No. 1, pp. 55-72.

legal and insurance issues related to selfdriving cars.
Professor Peterson showed an image
from a Farmers Insurance advertisement
with a robot running away from a car
accident and the text, “Farmers Insurance does not insure any form of robot or
non-human.”
“In a few years, that may no longer be
true,” he said, observing that “the impact
[of autonomous or self-driving vehicles]
on the insurance business could be pretty
severe.”
Winter 2016

Dr. Gary McGraw
For sustained contributions to the development of highaccuracy and high-integrity Positioning, Navigation, and
Timing technologies for a variety of military and civil aviation
applications.

Among the points that he raised was
the insurance rating function: “How
meaningful is your driving record in a selfdriving car?” More generally, insurance
rates are typically based on large databases
of driver experience. However, only 81
vehicles in California are registered as
autonomous vehicles, Professor Peterson
said, noting, “The database is very thin.”
Will the focus of insurance coverage
shift to OEMs and fleet owners, Andersen asked, and how will liability be
allocated among the various stakehold7

ers in a world of autonomous vehicles?
A total of 343 people attended the
combined ION ITM/PTTI event, which
will take place together again next year
at the same location from January 30
to February 2, 2017. The international
aspect of the event was confirmed by 65
percent of attendees coming from outside
the United States, including large groups
from China and Germany.
Some 208 technical papers were presented during the conference —147 for
ITM and 61 for PTTI. ION
ION Newsletter

ION’s 2016 Autonomous Snowplow
Competition Faces Warm Days,
Freezing Nights
University of Michigan’s Yeti 6.0 Wins the
Golden Snow Globe and $7,000
ION North Star Section

Moving ever closer to the
happy day when northerners
never have to shovel snow
again, college teams from the
upper Midwest and Canada
headed for the St. Paul,
Minnesota, Winter Carnival
to match wits and robots
against each other in ION’s
sixth winter test of navigation
and control technologies.

ION Newsletter

T

he snow conditions proved to be
a challenge as warmer temps during the day, and freezing temps at night
during the two-day field competition on
January 30 and 31 left the snow supply
as hard as a rock, requiring the volunteer
“Snow Pit Crew” to break out the pick
axes and ice choppers and break down the
snow supply mound into a usable texture
and consistency.
This year’s dynamic course included
a 10-meter straight single “I”-field, representing a straight sidewalk and a triple
“I”-field, representing a single car driveway that required the teams to strategize
how they were going to clear the space in
the fastest possible way. Two fixed posts
inside and outside the snow path added
additional challenges. If any part of a
team’s vehicle struck the post, the teams
would lose points accordingly. Obstacle
detection and avoidance strategies were
8

part of some team’s designs, but obstacle
destruction was part of most teams'
outcomes.
The University of Michigan's winning
team and its Yeti 6.0 used a vehicle chassis
and power system from previous years.
This “box” shaped vehicle used individual
wheel motors to provide vehicle thrust
and differential steering. A SICK LIDAR
system was the primary navigation system, along with fixed columns positioned
around the course as reference navigation aids. During their Sunday Triple-“I”
field run, they effectively cleared the
entire snow field in short order without
hitting any fixed posts, and automatically
returned to the garage.
The navigation systems and vehicle
design approaches were unique to each
team. Several teams used laser navigation
sensors; others used wheel encoders and
inertial measurement units, and a couple
Winter 2016

of them used image processing of the
local visual field. Two teams used a differential GPS system, and one team used
a magnetic sensor system, requiring the
placement of a magnetic track system on
the field.
A new design this year used ultrawide-band radios in a new innovative,
and commercially viable concept that
performed admirably during its first
competition (<10 centimeter accuracies
were reported).
Teams also won awards for other
elements of the competition. The Best
Student Final Presentation went to Case
Western University OTTO X along with
the Golden Shovel Award and a $500
prize. Once again, the Sportspersonship
Golden Smile award and $500 went to
the Dunwoody College of Technology
for the continued enthusiasm throughout
the event and their selfless support of
Winter 2016

Competitors at the sixth
ION Autonomous Snowplow
Competition, above; right, the
Dunwoody College of Technology
team; and below, the winning
team Yeti 6.0 of the University of
Michigan before their Saturday
run on the single "I-field."
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AUTONOMOUS SNOWPLOW COMPETITION

TEAM AWARDS
Gold Snow Globe + $7000
Yeti 6.0, University of Michigan
Dearborn, Michigan
Silver Snow Globe + $4000
Best Presentation
Golden Shovel Award + $500
OTTO X, Case Western Reserve
University
Cleveland, Ohio
Bronze Snow Globe + $2000
Golden Smile Award + $500
Snow Devils 01102, Dunwoody
College of Technology
Minneapolis, Minnesota
4th Place $1000
Zenith 2.1, University of Michigan
Dearborn, Michigan
5th Place $700
Snow Joke, Case Western Reserve
University
Cleveland, Ohio
6th Place $300
Thundar 2.0, North Dakota State
University
Fargo, North Dakota
Other Competing Teams
Bemidji State University Beaver Bot,
North Dakota State University Snow
Blight, University of British Columbia
Snowflake, University of Minnesota
Twin Cities GOFIRST Ground
Squirrel and University of Saint
Thomas John Snow

other competition teams.
The Sixth Autonomous
Snowplow Competition’s
four-day event, which ran in
conjunction with the Saint Paul
Winter Carnival in Minnesota,
began on Thursday, January 28,
2016. That evening each team
presented their vehicle design
to a panel of judges comprised
of professional engineers from
event sponsors and contributors. On Friday, January 29, the
teams were required to attend
the Final Qualifying Review,
where their vehicle went
through stringent safety testing and verification to ensure
compliance with all competition Volunteers take a selfie
requirements. The dynamic
competition took place on Saturday and Sunday when teams
were judged on how quickly
and accurately their machine
cleared a designated snowfield.
As part of this sixth annual
competition, teams were no
longer required to submit a final
report, allowing them to concentrate on their presentations
and vehicle performance.
Close-up of the autonomous snowplow Yeti 6.0.
To learn more about the
competition and view videos,
press coverage, photos and information
on Facebook at “Autonomous Snowplow
about the 2016 competition, please visit
Competition,” and on Twitter and Insta<autosnowplow.com>, follow the activity
gram at “autosnowplow.” ION

THE SPONSORS

The team from the University of Saint
Thomas and their vehicle John Snow.
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Institute of Navigation Satellite Division
Lockheed Martin Corporation
ASTER Labs, Inc.
Honeywell International, Inc.
Orbital ATK Inc.
U.S. Bancorp
The Toro Company
SICK, Inc.
Polaris Industries Inc.
Space Exploration Technologies Corp.
Deere and Company
UTC Aerospace Systems
Nuts and Volts Magazine
SERVO Magazine
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Proto Labs Inc.
Hitching Post Motorsports
ARCS Achievement Rewards for College
Science Foundation
The MPX Group

BENEFACTORS
Dr. Demoz Gebre-Egziabher
Dr. Hamid Mokhtarzadeh

HOST
ION North Star Section
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FROM THE ION HISTORIAN, MARVIN MAY

Tidal Analysis and Prediction
Part I: The Mystery of the Moon and the Tides

I
Marvin B. May

Moon setting over
mountains in California High Desert.
Jessie Eastland
Wikimedia Commons
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n his classic navigation reference, early 20th century
naval captain Benjamin Dutton minces no words
on the importance of tidal analysis and prediction.
He said, “Anyone who would call himself a navigator
must have a thorough knowledge of tidal action and
how the height of tide, which in turn determines the
depth of water, can be predicted and calculated.”
Safe passage has always been the first duty of a
navigator. In addition to looking down to figure out
if the water is deep enough to avoid grounding, the
navigator often has to look up to figure out the vertical clearance for the ship’s mast and superstructures

beneath bridges. And tides, of course, affect those
determinations.
Despite the importance of the tides, it took scientists a while to understand tidal behavior, which is
still a fertile area of research today.
Twenty-four hundred years ago, the great Aristotle
spent the last months of his life on Euboea, an island
separated from mainland Greece by the Euripe, a
narrow channel through which there is a notoriously
dangerous tidal current of up to nine knots. Legend
has it that Aristotle flung himself into the Euripe in
despair, committing suicide because he could not
determine the cause of the tides.
The slow growth of knowledge in Western civilization about tides stems could very well stem from the
fact that until the 14th century, maritime commerce
occurred principally in the Mediterranean and
Aegean seas, which for the most part have small tidal
variations.
Aristotle’s student, Alexander the Great, fell victim
to this lack of knowledge during his conquest of
India in the summer of 325 BCE. Near the mouth
of the Indus River his fleet of galley boats was driven
11

by a storm into a small creek. To their great surprise,
once in the small waterway they were subject to large
tides that pummeled their boats.
Of course, the observation, if not the causation,
of tidal variations was well known thousands of years
ago when people first learned how to use boats for
their aquaculture and fishing activities in the intertidal zones near the shore. By the Middle Ages, sailors
knew that tides reach their maximum amplitude near
new moon and full moon, that in most places the
interval between two high tides is about 12.5 hours,
that high tide occurs when the moon is in a certain
part of the sky, that as one goes along an ocean cost
the lunitidal interval may increase or decrease, but
as one goes up a tidal estuary the tide always occurs
progressively later, that the mean level of high and
low tide is roughly the same at neap and spring tides,
and that tide amplitudes along continental coasts are
larger in the North Atlantic than in most parts of
other oceans.
Created from these empirical observations and
lunar almanacs, tide tables aided navigation along
coasts and estuaries, but the causes of the tides remained an unfathomable mystery.
Tides correlated with moon phases that were
often associated with supernatural phenomena and
premonitions of disaster. For example, in a passage
sometimes referred to as the “Little Apocalypse,” the
Christian Bible gospel writer Luke wrote, “And there
will be strange signs in the sun, moon, and stars. And
here on earth the nations will be in turmoil, perplexed by the roaring seas and strange tides.”
During Charlemagne’s reign (eight century CE),
the monk and historian Paul the Deacon spread the
theory that a huge whirlpool sucked the ocean in to
cause low tide and then spewed the waters out for the
flood. In the 10th century, Arabic scholars proposed
the theory that the moon heated up the water and
caused it to expand.
The 1543 publication De Revolutionibus orbium
coelestium by Polish astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus triggered a revolution in astronomy, and in early
modern scientific thought in general. Luminaries of
this Renaissance period included Johannes Kepler,
Rene Descartes, and Galileo Galilei, all of whom
attempted to explain tidal phenomena within the
context of Copernicus’s heliocentric theory, but none
ION Newsletter
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of their theories held water. Galileo, in
particular, tried to prove that tides were
a consequence of the rotation of the
earth and its revolution around the sun,
thereby increasing his risk of imprisonment by the Roman Catholic authorities
whose theology remained grounded in
Ptolemy’s Earth-centric model. Although
he was eventually discredited by Newtonian physics, Galileo’s 1616 Discourse on
Tides was widely accepted for a time.
Sir Isaac Newton, who was born in
1642 (the same year in which Galileo
died), first made serious headway towards
the understanding of the puzzling tidal
phenomena. Twenty-two years old and a
fellow at Trinity College when the plague
broke out in Cambridge, England, Newton fled to a farm in his native Lincolnshire where the famous apple tree grew
(and still does). His biographer, William
Stukeley, wrote, “Why should that apple
always descend perpendicularly to the
ground, thought he to himself.” Besides
figuring out the gravitational structure of
the solar system, he solved much of the
riddle of the tides during his two years in
the country.
Twenty years later, his Philosophia
Naturalis Principia Mathematica, changed
everything in the scientific world with

its precise detail, and the simplicity with
which it explained puzzling phenomena.
The crucial revelation of Principia was its
Law of Universal Gravity: that two bodies
are attracted to each other in proportion
to the product of their masses and in
inverse proportion to the square of the
distance between their centers.
Returning to our naval navigator, Captain Dutton provides the following very
simplified explanation of Newton’s laws
as applied to the main components of the
lunar tidal effect:
“The oceans are affected by the gravitational attraction between the earth
and the moon, and by the centrifugal
forces resulting from the rotation of
these bodies around a common center,
a pointed located within (towards
the moon) the earth about 4,670
kilometers from the Earth’s center,
well within the earth’s radius of 6,378
kilometers. The gravitational and centrifugal forces are in balance, and so
the earth and moon neither collide nor
fly away from each other. The centrifugal force is the same everywhere on the
earth’s surface, since all points describe
the same motion around the center
of mass; these forces are all parallel to
each other and to a line joining the

Bay of Fundy satellite image,
May 30, 2006. It has the
highest tides in the world,
rising and falling as much as
50 feet each day.
NASA/MODIS/Aqua satellite
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centers of the earth and moon.
“On the other hand, the gravitational force is not everywhere the same
on the ocean’s surface; particles at
points nearer the moon feel a greater
attractional force than those on the far
side; these gravitational forces are not
parallel, each being in the direction
from that point to the center of the
moon. The resultant of the centrifugal
and gravitational forces causes the
surface water to flow toward the points
on the earth’s surface that are then
nearest and farthest from the moon.
This flow causes the higher than normal levels at the areas from which the
flow comes.
Although at the nearest and farthest
points there is an indicated outward
force, this is very slight and not nearly
enough to cause an appreciable tide;
the true tide results from the near
horizontal forces causing the flow
described. As the earth rotates each
day on its axis, the line of direction
toward the moon changes, and so each
point has two highs and two lows. As a
result of the tilt of the earth’s axis, the
high and low are not normally of equal
levels.”
Newton also reasoned that the sun’s
effects on tides are exactly analogous to
that of the moon. Although the sun is
27 million times more massive than the
moon, its influence on the tides is only
on the average about forty-six percent
of the moon’s. The sun is on the average
149,597,887 kilometers away and since
the differential gravitational tidal effect
varies as the cube of the distance to the
celestial body, the sun’s distance cubed is
enormously greater than the cube of the
average moon’s distance from the earth of
384,403 kilometers.
Ironically, although correctly establishing the fundamental physics of the
primary tidal causes on a global scale,
Newton’s work offered little assistance
to the practical navigator. Sailors need
predictions of local tides, which are affected by a multitude of factors beyond
the force effects of celestial bodies. In fact,
Winter 2016
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the Newtonian theory of tides is only a
first step towards tidal prediction, which
is complicated by such factors such as
shorelines, bathymetry, tidal friction, and
fluid dynamics.
A number of mysteries still remain.
Why are Mediterranean tides so mild the
ancients were hardly aware of them when
the tides in Nova Scotia’s Bay of Fundy
exceed 15 meters? Even within the Bay
of Fundy, the tidal range goes from 8.4
meters at Digby Pier to 15.4 meters at
Noel Bay Minas Basin.
In the next articles, we shall explore the
answer to these questions and the history
of this difficult science as it evolved in the
eighteenth through twentieth centuries.
The following additional references were used
in the preparation of this article:
Ekman, Martin, “A Concise History of the
Theories of Tides, Precession-Nutation and
Polar Motion,” Surveys in Geophysica 14:
585-617, 1993
Williams, J. E. D., From Sails to
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Isaac Newton, painted at the age of 46 in 1689. Behind him is the famous
apple tree — a now-rare specimen of the “Flower of Kent” variety — at his
childhood home, Woolsthorpe Manor, Lincolnshire, England, as it looks today.
wikimedia commons

Satellites, Oxford Press, 1992
Wylie, Francis E., Tides and the Pull of the
Moon, Stephen Green Press, 1978
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, “Tides and Currents,
Chapter 3: Detailed Explanation of the
Differential Tide Producing Forces,”
<https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/restles3>
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Marvin B. May is the Chief Scientist of the
Pennsylvania State University’s Applied Research Laboratory’s Navigation R&D Center
in Warminster, Pa. and teaches Master’s
level and sponsor directed courses in navigation. His email is <mbm16@arl.psu.edu>. ION
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anuary marked the 25th anniversary of Operation Desert Storm, a campaign remembered for
a variety of reasons, not the least of which that it
marked the first time U.S. military forces used the
Global Positioning System in combat. Since then,
GPS has grown to serve more than 3 billion users
and touches virtually every aspect of life.
While it’s easy to take the benefits provided by
GPS for granted, there was a time when timing,
navigation, and positioning were far less precise and
hardly reliable. Let’s look back through history to
some people and moments when GPS could have
come in handy.
Christopher Columbus
By now, anyone who has attended elementary school
in the U.S. has heard the tale of Columbus’ “discovery of America.” In an effort to find a sea route from
Western Europe to the “Far East,” along with fame
and fortune, Columbus set sail in August 1492. He
made landfall two months later on one of the islands
in the Bahamas.
His incorrect assumption he had landed in Asia
could easily have been corrected with the use of
14

GPS. The precision positioning and navigation could
have helped Columbus realize his earlier calculations
about the Earth’s circumference were off and helped
him understand he had reached an entirely different
continent.
Lewis & Clark
While the expedition headed by Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark was highly successful, the threeyear, 8,000-mile trek could have been even more
successful with GPS. Imagine being able to travel
west in the 1800s with precise coordinates and
detailed topographical information. Many settlers
could have been spared some of the hardships of
traveling through the mountains with this in their
possession.
The Donner Party
Speaking of settlers who could’ve used GPS, the
Donner Party story is one of the most infamous tales
of hardship and survival. Led by Jacob and George
Donner, the group of 89 emigrants attempted to
take a shortcut from Fort Bridger, Wyoming to
California.
Winter 2016

GPS COULD HAVE CHANGED HISTORY

Unfortunately for the group, the
shortcut actually added close to 100 miles
to their trip, and because the route hadn’t
been well-traveled, cost them valuable
time, according to the History Channel
<history.com>. The time lost forced them
to attempt to cross the Sierra Nevada
mountains in late-October.
A heavy snow blocked the mountain
pass and trapped the group for several months, during which time they
were forced to resort to cannibalism to
survive. Only 45 of the 89 members of
the group made it to California. Had
they been equipped with GPS, the group
could have quickly seen the error in the
“shortcut route” and probably made it to
California intact.
Battle of Shiloh
According to the Civil War Trust, a
nonprofit organization devoted to the
preservation of America’s hallowed battlegrounds, on April 6, 1862, Confederate
troops launched a surprise attack against
the Army of the Tennessee near Pittsburg
Landing, Tennessee. Known as the Battle
of Shiloh, the Confederate attack pushed
the Union troops back and, amidst the
confusion of battle orders for the Third
Division, the reserve unit led by Maj.
Gen. Lew Wallace, were either unclear or
lost in translation.
Either way, Wallace led his men on
the march to join the right flank of the
Union forces. Unfortunately, the road he
chose was taking his division to a position
that no longer existed. All told, Wallace
marched his men for seven hours without
joining in the battle at any point.
According to Gen. Ulysses S. Grant’s
report of the battle, “owing to its being
led by a circuitous route [Wallace’s division] did not arrive in time to take part
in Sunday’s action.” Had Wallace had the
benefit of GPS, his division may have
arrived in time to join the fight on the
first day, possibly preventing a second day
of battle.
Percy Fawcett
Col. Percy Fawcett made a name for
Winter 2016

himself in the early 20th century both as
an explorer and World War I veteran. According to a 2004 report in The Guardian
newspaper, Fawcett helped the Bolivian
government survey the frontier in Brazil,
which led him to begin a search, with his
oldest son Jack and friend Raleigh Rimmel, for the lost city called “Z.”
The group never returned from the
Amazon, and no sign of them has ever
been found. Theories about the group’s
fate have ranged from being killed by hostile natives, or hungry jaguars, to Fawcett
“going native.” Clearly, GPS could have
helped Fawcett both map the territory he
ventured into, and return from it, thus
saving the lives of the more than 100
people who subsequently searched for the
famous explorer.
Amelia Earhart
Arguably one of the most famous American pilots in history, Earhart became the
first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic
in 1932. She used her fame to advance
aviation and feminist causes, serving as
the first president of the Ninety-Nines,
an organization of women pilots, according to the history.com.
Earhart and navigator Fred Noonan
disappeared while attempting to circumnavigate the world on July 2, 1937, on
the leg from New Guinea to Howland
Island. According to the biography on the
Amelia Earhart website <ameliaearhart.
com>, three U.S. ships were stationed
near the tiny island and ordered to keep
all their lights on to provide markers because, as Earhart said, “Howland is such a
small spot in the Pacific that every aid to
locating it must be available.”
Unfortunately for Earhart, the most
precise aid wasn’t yet available.
D-Day
The Allied invasion of Normandy on
June 6, 1944, marked a turning point in
World War II. The liberation of Europe
had begun.
According to the History Channel,
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower had actually
chosen June 5 as the day to launch the
15

invasion; however, the weather leading up
to that day made it impossible to successfully deploy the paratroopers behind enemy lines to set the stage for the invasion.
Had Eisenhower had the benefit of
GPS, he may have been able to keep the
original date of June 5 for the invasion.
Additionally, the paratroopers who were
mis-dropped in the hours before the landing would have been able to determine
their precise location behind
Battle of the Bulge
On Dec. 16, 1944, the German Army
launched a major offensive to try to split
Allied forces and regain control of the
Western front. The Battle of the Bulge,
named because the Allied front line began to resemble a bulge, lasted more than
a month, namely because snowstorms
in the region prevented Allied air forces
from providing support to troops on the
ground.
Again, if the Allies had been equipped
with GPS, the battle possibly could have
been turned back much earlier. Though,
this would have prevented the “rescue” of
the 101st Airborne by Gen. George Patton at Bastogne.
The Bermuda Triangle
The 500,000 square miles of ocean between Miami, Bermuda and Puerto Rico
have become infamous for the number
of aircraft and vessels disappearing, often
without a trace. The Bermuda Triangle,
or Devil’s Triangle, as the area is more
commonly known has gripped imaginations throughout the 20th century.
It’s hard to say whether GPS would
have prevented all the tragedies that have
occurred in the area, but it certainly
would have been beneficial to the Navy
pilots who flew a practice bombing mission over the area in December 1945. The
five bombers had a compass malfunction,
throwing them off course. The bombers,
and the 14 members of the crew were
never seen again. (A plane found in the
Everglades in 1989 may be one of the
five, but it has not been confirmed as
such by the Navy.) ION
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continued from page 1
While all states have some potential for earthquakes, 42 of the
50 states have a reasonable chance
of experiencing damaging ground
shaking from an earthquake during the next 50 years. The hazard
is especially high along the West
Coast, intermountain West, and in
several active regions of the central
and eastern United States, such as
near New Madrid, Missouri, and
near Charleston, South Carolina.
The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) has estimated the average annualized loss from earthquakes
nationwide to be $5.3 billion. According
to FEMA, 77 percent of that figure ($4.1
billion) comes from California, Washington, and Oregon, with 66 percent ($3.5
billion) from California alone.
Early earthquake warning systems are
typically linked to regional or continental
networks of seismic sensors that increasingly are co-located with GNSS receivers.
For example, the West Coast ShakeAlert
system is being developed by expanding and upgrading the infrastructure of
three regional seismic networks that are
part of the Advanced National Seismic
System: in southern California (Southern
California Seismic Network), northern
California (Northern California Seismic
System), and the Pacific Northwest (Pacific Northwest Seismic Network).
Recently, more than 230 GPS) reference stations that are part of the Plate
Boundary Observatory (PBO) were
upgraded. The PBO is a network of more
than 1,200 geophysical instruments —
mostly GPS receivers at precisely surveyed locations, but also seismometers,
and other sensors — installed across
the western United States. The GPS
improvements included changing from
daily downloads to continuous, real-time
streaming of data, and increasing the rate
of GPS position updates from 30-second
to 1-second epochs.
Based on data drawn from the monitoring stations, the early warning systems
exploit physical characteristics of earthquakes, which generate two main types

EARTHQUAKES
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U.S. Geological Survey graphic

knowledged the increasing role of
geodetic data in assessing earthquake risk. GPS-based geodetic
data charts the rate (velocity) and
direction of movement of the strategically sited reference, reflecting
crustal plate motion and deformation or “strain” of the underlying Earth layers. USGS experts
combine the geodetic data with
geologic data and seismic sensors that measure slippage and vibration
along fault lines.
“Modern GPS data provide more spatially complete observations on ground
deformation, cover a period of 25 years
(from 1987–2012), and record the most
recent plate-loading rates with sub-millimeter per year precision, which is more
precise than data provided by geologic
studies,” the USGS researchers wrote in
their report.
At the White House summit, the
USGS and the United States Forest
Service announced that they have begun
working together to explore streamlined
and expedited permitting for siting
of seismic monitoring stations with
an initial emphasis on sites important
for earthquake early warning and other
locations supporting life and safety.
“In long-term forecasting, geodesy is

of waves: rapidly moving primary or
P-waves and the slower secondary (S) and
surface waves that cause more intense and
damaging ground shaking. (See accompanying figure.)
By detecting and analyzing the location and magnitude of an earthquake
reflected in the P-wave energy, expected
ground-shaking levels across a region
can be estimated and warnings sent to
local populations before more damaging
shaking arrives with or after the S-wave.
The advanced warning can range from
seconds up to more than a minute, depending on the distance an affected area
is from the earthquake’s origin.
GNSS Geodesy
A USGS publication, “Documentation
for the 2014 Update of the United States
National Seismic Hazard Maps,” ac-
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useful because we assess the rate of loading
of active fault zones,” says Ken Hudnut, a
geophysicist at the USGS Earthquake Science Center in Pasadena, California, and
chair of the GNSS Working Group for
the WC-EEW. “We measure the velocity
vector very precisely over many years for
each of our continuously operating GNSS
stations, the Plate Boundary Observatory
with over 1,000 GNSS stations and all of
the USGS’s over 100 additional GNSS
stations along the San Andreas fault
system and across the Los Angeles and San
Francisco urban areas.”
GNSS data add to earthquake warning system robustness because they are an
independent measurement. Seismometer
and related motion sensors measure the
intensity of earth movements; GPS provides a direct three-dimensional measure
of the amount and direction of movement.
“The seismic sensors are basically a mass
on a spring, whereas GNSS is measuring position variation using changes in

ranges to a constellation of satellites, so
it’s a totally different kind of observation,”
says Hudnut. “Having both types of data
makes the system stronger because we can
immediately rule out glitches coming from
one sensor type or the other. The diversity
of observations gives us more strength.”
In a big earthquake, Hudnut explains,
a station might move by several meters in
several seconds, and not just in a simple
straight line. The shaking may include
erratic oscillatory displacements that are
several times larger than the permanent
displacement. “Even though GNSS was
never intended to measure such large,
sudden, and jerky movements, we find
that it works very well and provides a
great augmentation to the seismic sensors
that are currently in use for earthquake
early warning,” he says.
Future Work
The next-generation ShakeOut prototype will allow beta users to develop and

deploy pilot implementations that take
protective actions based on the USGS
ShakeAlert warnings in areas with sufficient station coverage. The prototype
system includes geographically distributed servers and allows for automatic
fail-over if connection is lost.
This next-generation system will not
yet support public warnings but will
allow selected early adopters to develop
and deploy pilot implementations that
take protective actions triggered by the
ShakeAlert warnings in areas with sufficient coverage.
Capital investment costs for a West
Coast EEW system are projected to be
$38.3 million, with additional annual
maintenance and operations totaling
$16.1 million, according to a recent
USGS “Technical Implementation Plan
for the ShakeAlert Production System.”
Congress appropriated $8.2 million in
funds for the ShakeAlert early earthquake
warning system this year. ION
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The International Navigation Conference series has a strong
track record in attracting the best, most knowledgeable speakers
from around the world. INC 2016 will feature the hottest topics
at the cutting edge of navigation technology and development,
and will be held at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK.

Themes for INC 2016:

•
•
•

For more information and how to submit an abstract visit:
www.internationalnavigationconference.org.uk or
Contact Conference Manager: Sally-Anne Cooke on
(+44) 20 7 591 3135 conference@rin.org.uk
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ION News and Notes
Dr. John W. Betz
received the John
Harrison Award from
Dick Smith, IAIN
president.

O

n October 21, in Prague, Czech
Republic, the International Association of Institutes of Navigation (IAIN)
recognized Dr. John W. Betz with its
John Harrison Award. This award for
outstanding contributions to navigation
is presented once every three years at the
IAIN World Congress.
Dr. Betz, a Fellow of The MITRE Corporation, was recognized for innovations
in signal modernization for global navigation satellite systems, and contributions
to the compatibility and interoperability
of global navigation satellite systems.
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Dr. Betz’s Binary
Offset Carrier (BOC)
spreading modulation is used for the
GPS M-code signal,
and has been adopted
by satellite navigation
systems developed
by Russia, Europe,
China, Japan, and
India. He also developed new spreading modulations for
other signals. He has also helped achieve
interoperability and compatibility of the
world’s satellite-based navigation systems,
contributing to international technical
working groups that have harmonized
their signals. Most recently, Dr. Betz has
been providing critical analysis related
to GPS modernization, identifying and
advocating affordable enhancements to
improve robustness and security.
For his role in the United States/European Union negotiations that established compatibility and interoperability
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between GPS and Galileo, he received the
U.S. State Department’s Superior Honor
Award in 2004. From 2004 through
2012, Dr. Betz was a member of the
U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory Board,
including for three years when he led the
52 nationally recognized scientists and
engineers providing technology advice to
the Air Force’s senior leadership.
Dr. Betz has been a member of the
North American ION since 1998. During this time he has served in numerous
volunteer leadership capacities on the
ION Council, ION Satellite Division
and has organized or participated on the
program committee of key ION technical
conferences where he has been an invaluable resource to the organization and the
PNT community.
Dr. Betz is a member of the U.S.
National Space-Based Positioning,
Navigation and Timing Advisory Board.
He is an ION Fellow (2006), an IEEE
Fellow (2009), and a past recipient of the
ION’s Burka (2000), Thurlow (2011)
and Kepler Awards (2013). In 2014, he
received the Secretary of the Air Force
Distinguished Public Service Award, the
highest public service award from the Air
Force to a private citizen. ION
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New England
DC Section
Chair, Gary
Thomas (CDR
USCG Retired)

Section News
Washington DC

T

he DC Section of The Institute of
Navigation held their first meeting
of the year — the first afternoon meeting
on Wednesday, February 10, 2016. Continuing to take advantage of the area’s
unique and interesting locations, the DC
Section meeting was held at the U.S.
Navy’s Museum Education Center at
Washington’s Navy Yard. Under the new
leadership of DC Section Chair, Gary
Thomas (CDR USCG Retired) and with
support by Section Treasurer, Mike McGinn, Oceaneering, Intl., the program
included presentations by LCDR Dan
Butler, Navigation Liaison Officer and
Mary Sadecki, Nautical Cartographer
who gave a thorough FOUO overview
of the National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA) Maritime Safety Office
and its specific role in ensuring the safety
of life at sea.
NGA Deputy, Mission Manager,
Raymond E. Chartier, Jr. also provided
some background and historical
information on the role of the Maritime
Safety Office. The meeting was followed
by some brief Section business and then
adjourned. Meeting attendees later were
able to tour the National Museum of the
United States Navy. The next meeting
of the DC Section will be held over the
summer 2016.
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T

he New England ION Chapter
Meeting was held on December 9th
at Draper in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Jan Anszperger acted as the section’s
Draper host. There was a large turn out
with almost 60 people in attendance to
hear the featured speaker: Dr. Mikel M.
Miller, Senior Scientist for PNT Technologies at Air Force Research Laboratory. Dr. Miller presentation was entitled
“PNT Eco-System, Putting the Pieces
Together”. Dr. Miller’s presentation was
engaging and practical, delivering the
vision for the goal of providing precise,
accurate assured PNT- anywhere, anytime, using anything. During and after
the presentation, there were engaging
and thoughtful questions posed by the
audience provoking conversation on
the complexities of considering open
architecture and ensuring a resilient and
robust PNT Eco-System.
Additionally, during the meeting the
following officers were inducted:
Chair: Keith McDonald, MITRE
Corporation
Program Chair: Rochelle Moore, Draper
Secretary: Alex Cerruti, MITRE
Corporation
Treasurer: Paul DeBitetto, Draper. ION

Obituary
ION member Nancy Carol Blemly,
of Ellicott City, Maryland, peacefully
passed away on November 3, 2015, after
a valiant fight with cancer. Nancy loved
astronomy, a passion that remained
with her throughout her personal and
professional life. She retired from the
National Security Agency in 2014
and contributed to numerous related
volunteer activities including ION’s
Precise Time and Time Interval (PTTI)
Systems and Applications Meeting with
which she was involved for many years.
Her PTTI associates knew her best for
her love of travel, sense of humor and
for her infectious laugh.
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Calendar
of Upcoming
ION Events
APRIL 2016
11-14: IEEE/ION PLANS 2016, Hyatt
Regency Savannah, Savannah, Georgia
Contact: ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
MAY 2016

30 May - 02 June: ENC-GNSS 2016,
Helsinki, Finland
Contact: ENC 2016 Conference Office
Email: enc2016@confedent.fi
Web: www.confedent.fi/enc2016

JUNE 2016
6-9: ION Joint Navigation Conference
(JNC) 2016, Dayton Convention Center,
Dayton, Ohio
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
SEPTEMBER 2016
12-16: ION GNSS+ 2016, Oregon
Convention Center, Portland, Oregon
Contact: The ION
Tel: +1 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
NOVEMBER 2016
8-10: International Navigation Conference
(INC), Glasgow, Scotland
Contact: The Royal Institute of Navigation
Web: www.
internationalnavigationconference.org.uk
Email: conference@rin.org.uk
JANUARY 2017
30-February 2: ION International Technical
Meeting (ITM) & ION Precise Time and
Trime Interval Meeting (PTTI) 2017,
Hyatt Regency Monterey, Monterey,
California
Contact: ION
Tel: 703-366-2723
Web: www.ion.org
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Lady Gaga sings the national anthem as
the crowd roars and the Blue Angels fly
overhead. It’s the 2016 Superbowl 50 and
GPS IS THERE!

GPS TRACKS SUPER BOWL 50
It does everything but sing the national anthem

W

atch one of those future shock movies that’s all CGI
and you’ll see cutting edge technology save the world.
But, really, is that all we can do with it?
In February, America celebrated its over-the-top holiday,
Superbowl 50, and, according to the GPS Directorate, GPS
WAS THERE!!
Many NFL football players wear GPS-based monitors under
their pads during practice that track heart rate, pace, speed,
step balance, dynamic stress loads, force of impact by an opponent, and other proprietary data “much the same as NASCAR
engineers monitor a car’s engine on the racetrack,” said the
Directorate.
Then there were the logistics of the 2016 game itself, the
most spread-out in history, with teams and events based nearly
50 miles apart in San Francisco, San Jose, and Santa Clara,
California. GPS devices were used to track and monitor the
ION Newsletter

location of team members, team vehicles, event organizers,
officials, and security. Faced with the miracle of modern PNT
technology, no way could anyone duck out on an interview,
get lost on the scenic route, deflate a game ball, or go on a
bender.
For the ordinary fans, especially first-time visitors to the Bay
Area, there was a social mobile app that served up turn-by-turn
navigation based on real-time road conditions.
And the SuperBowl 50 smartphone app from the city of San
Jose featured all of the myriad celebrations and events around
the region, transportation information, interactive maps, photos, videos — the works.
Useful as it is, GPS could do absolutely nothing for fans on
the winning or losing side. Maybe next year someone will develop an app that guides the downcast to the most comforting
spas and the exhilarated to the loudest pubs after the game.
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BELT AND SUSPENDERS NAVIGATION
Sextants are back at the U.S. Naval Academy

F

or cybersecurity reasons, the United
Sates Naval Academy has rebooted
training in the venerable art of celestial
navigation — CELNAV — nearly 20 years
after they mothballed their sextants in favor
of the much more accurate (and almanacfree) GPS.
Students get three hours of instruction,
not enough to wield a sextant like an old
salt — but advanced courses are planned.
It’s become part of the core competency
requirement for officers, which the navy
says it means it’s here to stay.
What if the trainees actually have to use
it? Positioning will be much less accurate,
but it can’t be hacked.
Celestial navigation is a solid back-up if
GPS becomes unreliable for any reason said
Capt. Timothy Tisch, an instructor at the
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, in Kings
Point, New York, which never stopped
teaching the traditional skills.

“We went away from celestial navigation
because computers are great,” said Lt.
Cmdr. Ryan Rogers of the academy’s
seamanship and navigation department.
Meanwhile, the deputy chairman of
the Naval academy’s Department of
Seamanship and Navigation told the
Military Times last November. “The
problem is,” he added, “there’s no backup
[to GPS]."
Sometimes new technology lulls people
into complacency. In 2013, a naval
minesweeper went aground on a coral reef
near the Philippines due partly to a faulty
digital chart and a navigation team that
didn’t pay attention to lighthouses and
relied “exclusively on electronic fixes derived
from GPS,” according to a Navy report.
Supply and demand being what it is,
however, there may be a shortage of sextants
if this re-integration of analog and digital
skills holds up.

NAVIGATING THE WORLD WITHOUT SIGHT
Camera images take the place of eyes and a miniature chip
helps them do it

M

IT researchers have miniaturized
a chip for processing 3-D camera
data that reduces the power necessary
— and thus the size — of portable
navigation aids for the blind. With the
help of Texas Instruments (TI), they also
put an experimental camera into a 3D
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vision processor to create a binocular-sized
wearable navigation device. Together, the
improvements are bringing the day ever
closer when blind people can “see” their
way using a device small enough to wear
around the neck.
The researchers introduced their paper
at the Solid-State
Circuit Conference
in San Francisco,
California. The MIT/
TI device converts
3-D camera data
into a point cloud
that shows the
spatial locations of
individual points.
The researchers
developed an
algorithm to cluster
the points together
to identify flat
surfaces on the image
and then measure
Andrea Bocelli, founder of
a foundation that supports
the unobstructed
technology advances for
walking distances
the blind.
in all directions.
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A petty officer trains
a seaman in the use of
a sextant — celestial
navigation is again a
core competency in
U.S. Navy.
United States Navy photo, 2014

The Military Times interviewed the owner
of a company that was founded by the naval
captain who taught Charles Lindbergh
how to navigate. The owner said only a few
thousand are sold each year, these days,
and those mostly to yacht owners who
want a secure substitute for electronics
(or, perhaps, just a really cool looking
instrument to dress up the place).

The 3D processor calculates the distance
to the closest obstacle in several different
directions and sends it as a feedback so that
the user can sense the environment and
navigate avoiding obstacles without a cane.
The team worked on modifying their
algorithm with energy conservation in
mind and succeeded in making a chip
that uses 1/1000 the power of a computer.
The researchers believe they can make
further changes that will enable them to
miniaturize the whole system even further.
The project was funded by the Andrea
Bocelli Foundation, supporter of MIT’s
Fifth Sense Project to develop affordable,
wearable devices for the blind. Bocelli is a
famous Italian opera and pop star who lost
his sight at the age of 12 after a football
accident. “
“There are many problems that have been
solved for visually impaired people, but a
real one that is still open is navigating and
walking alone in a safe way, going around
in a big city,” said Bocelli. “I’ve seen today a
big step toward the solution to the problem.
Together we will soon cross the great ocean.
We will soon have a small device in our
pocket to help us in walking in a city, going
everywhere alone.”
The paper is available online at <https://
dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/101189>. ION
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GNSS Program Updates

News from Systems Around the World
R

ecent months have seen successful
satellite launches for all the GNSS
systems and a regional system.

Global Positioning
System
The U.S. Air Force and its mission
partners successfully launched the 12th
(and final) Boeing-built GPS IIF satellite
aboard a United Launch Alliance Atlas
V Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle
(EELV) from Space Launch Complex
41, Cape Canaveral Air Force Station,
Florida, on February 5.
It is probably the last satellite launch
for the program until the first GPS III
spacecraft goes up in early 2017. The first
GPS III successfully completed system-
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level thermal vacuum (TVAC) testing on
December 23, validating the design of the
entire assembled satellite.
Although the GPS constellation
— with 31 satellites transmitting and
multiple on-orbit spares — is populated
well beyond its 24+3 baseline, the world’s
oldest and most reliable program is still
experiencing a few bumps in the road.
On January 26, the program experienced what was probably its most serious system mishap when an erroneous
software upload to satellites during
the removal of SVN23 from service
caused a 13-microsecond error in the
coordinated universal time (UTC)
transmitted by 15 GPS satellites.
Although the Air Force said that the
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problem was corrected within a few
hours, a white paper released by UKbased Chronos Technology on February
3 indicated that problems continued for
two days after the anomaly first appeared
in GPS navigation messages.
Meanwhile, the White House has
asked for $393.3 million for the troubled
Next Generation Operational Control
System (OCX) for fiscal year 2017
(FY17). Although that number is a 12
percent increase over the $350.2 million
approved for FY16, it may grow.
Air Force officials are in the process of updating the OCX budget to
reflect the full implications of a twoyear delay acknowledged officially
in December — which could move
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operational readiness back to 2023.
As a result, the Air Force decided at the
end of last year to buy a little insurance
against the consequences of the delay.
On December 4 the GPS Directorate
awarded a $96-million contract modification to Lockheed Martin Space Systems
to provide GPS III Contingency Operations services (COps) by modifying the
current GPS control segment “to operate
all GPS III satellites that are launched
prior to the transition" to OCX.

GLONASS
The first GLONASS-M launch in more
than a year placed a satellite into orbit on
orbit on February 7. Launched from the
Pletsetsk Cosmodrome, after a postponement from December, GLONASS-M
#51 (GLONASS constellation designation #751) will replace a 10-year-old
satellite (GC#714) that ceased operations
last October in slot 17, orbital plane 3 of
the constellation.
Eight launch-ready GLONASS-M
navigation satellites are currently stored at
ISS-Reshetnev Company. However, progress on the next-generation GLONASS-K
has reportedly been slowed due to difficulties accessing certain components in
the face of a U.S. and European embargo
on export of strategic technologies to
Russia due to political issues.

BeiDou
China successfully completed its first
BeiDou launch of the year, lifting a newgeneration satellite into orbit on February 1, adding to its 17 operational spacecraft in the nation’s GNSS constellation.
The fifth of the new series of spacecraft,
the middle-Earth-orbiting satellite will
join its four predecessors in testing intersatellite crosslinks and a new navigation
payload that will set the framework and
technical standards for global coverage, according to the Xinhua state news agency.
By the end of 2018, another 18 satellites will be put into orbit for BeiDou's
navigation service, said Chengqi Ran,
director of the China Satellite Navigation
Office. China plans to launch a total of
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40 BeiDou navigation satellites by 2020
to complete its GNSS constellation, Ran
told the state news agency Xinhua.
Designated BDS M3-S, this is the
first of two BeiDou satellites planned
to launch in 2016, according to China
Aerospace Science and Technology Corp.

Galileo
Europe’s GNSS program placed two
more satellites into orbit on December
17, 2015, having doubled the number of
Galileo spacecraft in space in the course
of nine months from 6 to 12. Galileo 11
and 12 — the full Operational Capability (FOC) satellites numbers 7 and 8
— were carried into space atop a Soyuz
rocket from Europe’s spaceport near
Kourou, French Guiana.
The pace of deployment will increase in
the second half of 2016 with the first of
three launches that will carry four rather
than two satellites into orbit on board
customized Ariane 5 rockets.
In November, the European Space
Agency (ESA) Council named Paul Verhoef, a 25-year veteran of the European
Commission (EC) to serve as director of
Galileo Program and Navigation-Related
Activities (D/NAV).

Regional System
The Indian Space Research Organization
successfully launched the fifth Indian
Regional Navigation Satellite System
(IRNSS-1E) space vehicle aboard the Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PLSV-C31)
on January 20, 2016, from Satish Dhawan
Space Centre SHAR, Sriharikota, India.
IRNSS-1E carries two types of payloads — navigation and ranging. The
navigation payload will transmit navigation service signals to the users and
operate in L5-band and S-band. The
ranging payload of IRNSS-1E consists of
a C-band transponder that facilitates accurate determination of the user-satellite
range. IRNSS-1E also carries corner cube
retro reflectors for laser ranging.
Two satellites remained to be launched
in order to complete the IRNSS space
segment this year. ION
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Corporate
Profile
Yantel Corporation
www.yantel-corp.com
Yantel Corporation,
founded in July 2004,
boasts a strong R&D team of Ph.D,
professors and overseas-educated
experts.As a national-level HighTech enterprise, we are in constant
pursuit of innovation. By leading
edge proprietary technologies in RF
microwave active & passive components and IC design techniques in
MMIC & RFIC. Today’s Yantel holds
over forty invention patents granted
in China, US , Europe, Korea and
Japan. etc. Yantel prides itself in
various world-class proprietary
technologies and patented products
which are unprecedentedly innovative in RF passive SMD components.
These include: world-first manual
variable attenuator with hot switch
capability(no need to power off in
attenuation adjusting); world-first
SMD manual variable attenuator
in ultra-small size, wideband DC3GHz; world-first SMD RF tunable
inductor(manual); world-first technology to realize real time lossless &
accurate temperature compensation
with the chip of GaAs PA.
Yantel's product lines
including:Temperature Compensation Attenuator, Switch/
Rotary Variable Attenuator, Fixed
Attenuator,SMD 3dB 90° Hybrid
Coupler,SMD Directional Coupler,
Miniature Variable Attenuator, Fixed
Attenuator Chip,2-way 0° power
divider IC,4-way 0° power divider
IC,Directional Coupler IC, 3dB 90°
Coupler IC, Quadrifilar IC, Balun IC
and etc.
For more information on
corporate membership in the
Institute of Navigation, please
contact Kenneth P. Esthus at
703-366-2723 extension 1004
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TECHNICAL TRACKS
• Inertial Sensing and Technology
• Perception for Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous Systems
• Networked, Collaborative and Opportunistic Navigation
• Global Navigation Satellite Systems
Plus a Commercial Exhibit!
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